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Abstract
Feline coronavirus infections in cell cultures and in fresh and fixed feline tissues were detected
using a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test. Cell cultures were inoculated with feline infectious
peritonitis virus (FIPV), feline enteric coronavirus (FECV) or sham inoculum. The tissue samples
of liver, kidney and spleen were taken from specific-pathogen-free (SPF) cats that were inoculated
intranasally with 103 TCIDso of FIPV 79-1146 ( n = 10), FIPV UCD1 ( n = 3 ) or sham inoculum
(n = 3), from clinical cats (n = 43), and from formalin-fixed archived feline tissues (n = 49), respectively. Additional tissue samples were taken from the FIPV-inoculated cats (n = 6) and were kept at
4°C, room temperatures (20-24°C) and 370(2 respectively for 0, 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours before
frozen ( - 70°C) for PCR to evaluate the effects of the ambient temperatures and post-mortem intervals
on the test. The samples were also fixed in 10% neutrally buffered formalin, 95% ethanol, and Bouin's
solution respectively to evaluate the effects of the fixatives on the test.
Positive PCR results were obtained from the cell cultures that were inoculated with FIPV and
FECV and from the FIPV-inoculated cats (13/13). Negative PCR results were obtained from the
sham-inoculated cell cultures and cats (3/3). Of the 92 clinical cats, 7 of the 8 FIP-suspected cats
(87.5%) and 51 of the 84 non-FIP-suspected cats (60.7%) were shown to be virus-positive in at least
one of the tissue samples. There was no significant difference in the PCR results between the fresh
and the formalin-fixed tissues of the clinical cats (P > 0.05). Of the FIPV inoculated cats, the virus
was detectable equally well in fresh and formalin-, Bouin's solution- or ethanol-fixed tissues. However,
the amounts of total RNA extracted from the fixed tissues were significantly less than those from
fresh tissues (P < 0.01 ). In tissues that were kept at 4°C, the virus was detectable up to 96 h; at room
temperatures, up to 48 h; and at 370C, up to 24 h, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Feline coronaviruses are ubiquitously present in wild and domestic feline species of all
ages worldwide, with seroconversion in up to 45-80% of cats (Addie and Jarrett, 1990,
Barlough and Stoddart, 1990, Evermann et al., 1988, Evermann et al., 1991, Horzinek and
Osterhaus, 1979, Pedersen, 1987, Pedersen et al., 1981, Pedersen et al., 1984, Scott, 1989,
Scott, 1991). Some feline coronaviruses, especially feline infectious peritonitis virus
(FIPV) and feline enteric coronavirus (FECV), cause important diseases in feline species,
and present considerable challenges to feline practitioners and diagnosticians. The disease
associated with coronavirus infection in cats was first described 30 years ago and the virus
was observed ultrastructurally 5 years later (Holzworth, 1963, Zook et al., 1968). Since
then, many attempts have been made to develop a reliable clinical method and/or laboratory
test to diagnose the disease and to detect the virus-carrier cats (Barlough, 1984, Barlough
and Stoddart, 1990, Hok, 1989, Hok, 1990, Martinez and Weiss, 1993, Pedersen, 1987,
Sparkes et al., 1991).
The difficulties in developing such a method and/or test to detect the coronavirus infection
in cats are multiple. First of all, the clinical occurrence (less than 5-10%) of the disease is
much lower than that of inapparent viral infection in cats (Evermann et al., 1991, Pedersen,
1987, Scott, 1989, Scott, 1991). Second, the disease spectrum varies greatly and the clinical
or pathological manifestations of the virus infection can be similar to and confused by those
of many other diseases in cats (August, 1984, Barlough and Stoddart, 1990, McKeirnan et
al., 1981, Pedersen, 1987). Third, certain strains of feline coronaviruses do not grow in
conventional culture systems and viral isolation is a difficult task (Barlough and Stoddart,
1990, Pedersen, 1987). Fourth, there exist biological and antigenic diversities of feline
coronaviruses and host antibody response varies greatly (McKeirnan et al., 198 I, Pedersen,
1987, Tupper et al., 1987). Lastly, co-infection of feline coronaviruses with other infectious
pathogens often occurs in cats (Pedersen, 1987, Rodgers and Baldwin, 1990, Sparkes et
al., 1991).
Polymerase chain reactmn (PCR), a test detecting the viral genome itself, has been
widely used as a powerful diagnostic tool for various viral infections (Homberger et al.,
1991, Yamada and Imanishl, 1992). In combination with reverse transcription of a certain
segment(s) of the viral RNA into DNA, the PCR test could detect all and differentiate each
of the feline coronavirus infections in cultures and tissues. The present paper describes a
PCR test that was able to detect all feline coronaviruses in cell cultures and feline tissues.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Viruses, cells and animals

Confluent Crandell feline kidney (CrFK) cell monolayers were inoculated in triplicates
TCIDso each strain of feline coronaviruses, including FECV (1683), type I
(UCD1/NW-1, UCD3, UCD4) and type II (1146, UCD2) strains of FIPV, and sham
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Table 1
Detection of feline coronavirus (FCoV) infectionby polymerasechain reaction (PCR) m clinical eats (n = 92)
that were submitted to pathology service and specific-pathogen-free(SPF) eats that were inoculated with FCoV
(n= 13) or sham inoeulum (n = 3)"
Chnical and pathologicdiagnoses

Case No.

FCoV-Positive
No

Feline infectious peritonitis
Felme leukemia
Card~omyopathy
Trauma/bone fracture
Thoracic empyema
Neoplasms (various types)
Toxoplasmosis
Megacolon
Hemorrhagic diathests
Myelopathy
Pulmonarydiseases
Central nervous system diseases
Hyperthyroidism
ICnscellaneous ( one case/diagnosis)
No definitivediagnosis
Disposals (dtagnosis not performed)

8
2
3
4
3
15
2
2
2
3
3
5
2
17
9
12

7
2
2
2
3
l1
1
0
1
0
2
3
0
1l
6
7

Total cases.

92

58

a All 13 FCoV-inoculatedSPF cats were shown to be positiveand 3 sham-inoculatedSPF cats negativefor FCoV
by PCR.
inoculum, respectively for 4 8 - 7 2 h. The cultures were harvested for viral R N A extraction
when cytopathic effects appeared on 50% of the FIPV-1146-infected monolayers. The
viruses on the cell monolayers were confirmed by indirect immunofluorescence assay (IFA)
(Olsen et al., 1992). The hyper-immune serum was obtained from a specific-pathogen-free
(SPF) cat that was inoculated with FIPV- 1146, and diluted I: 1000 in phosphate-buffered
saline supplemented with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA-PBS) as the primary antibody.
The fluorescein-conjugated goat-anti-cat antibody was supplied by Sigma (St. Louis, MO),
and diluted 1:50 in 0.5% BSA-PBS as the secondary antibody.
SPF cats (Cornell Feline Health Center, CFHC, Ithaca, NY) were kept in filter-isolation
cages, one cat per cage, at 16 weeks of age. After adaptation for one week, the cats were
inoculated intranasally with 0.5 ml of 103 TCIDso FIPV-1146 ( n = 10), FIPV-UCD1
(n = 3), or sham inoculum (n = 3) respectively. When the infected cats developed clinical
signs of FIP, they were anesthetized with Ketamine subcutaneously and euthanized with
barbiturate fluid intracardially for necropsy. Clinical cats (n = 42) were randomly selected
at necropsy from the Veterinary Pathology Service (VPS) and/or CFHC at Cornell University (Table 1). A pilot study with the FIPV-infected cats and clinical cats ( n = 10)
indicated that FIPV was most frequently detected from the liver, kidney and spleen samples
among others (e.g., blood, pancreas, heart, brain, cecal apex, mesenteric lymph nodes,
conjunctiva, lung, and parotid gland). At necropsy, the tissue samples ( 1 gram/sample) of
liver, kidney and spleen were taken randomly from each cat, quenched in liquid nitrogen,
and stored at - 7 0 ° C for viral RNA extraction. One liver biopsy was taken from a kitten
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Fig 1 Proposed genormc RNA sequences of fehne coronavlruses and the prtmer sequences used m this study

that was referred to the Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital at Cornell University because
of the hydropericardium and a family history of feline infectious peritonitis (FIP). The
liver biopsy sample was processed as above for viral RNA extraction. Additionally, liver,
kidney and spleen samples of 49 cats were taken from the VPS archival tissues fixed in
10% neutrally buffered formalin ( < 1 year's duration) for viral RNA extraction (Table 1).
Additional tissue samples of liver, kidney and spleen were taken from the FIPV- 1146inoculated SPF cats ( n = 6 ) and kept at 4°C, room temperatures (20-24°C) and 37°C
respectively for 0, 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, and 96 h, before quenched in liquid nitrogen and stored
at - 70°C, to evaluate the effects of the ambient temperatures and post-mortem intervals
on the PCR test. The tissue samples were also fixed in 10% neutrally buffered formalin,
95% ethanol, and Bouin's solution respectively to evaluate the effects of the fixatives on
the PCR test.

2.2. Viral RNA extraction and slot hybridization
Viral RNA, including cellular RNA, in the cultures and tissues was extracted by a singlestep total RNA isolation method (Chomczynski and Sacchi, 1992). The cultures ( 10s cells/
75 cm 2 cell monolayer) and the tissues ( 1 gram/sample) were homogenized respectively
in 5 ml of denaturing solution containing 4 M guanidinium thiocyanate (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO). The viral RNA extracted from the 10 FIPV-1146-infected and 3 sham-inoculated
cats was confirmed by slot hybridization to the FIPV spike (S) gene with a [32p]-labeled
S-probe (Sambrook et al., 1989a). The DNA fragment of the FIPV S gene was prepared
from a cloned vector (pB1) that was supplied kindly by Dr. Horzinek (De Groot et al.,
1987). The fragment was end-labeled with [gamma-a2p]-dATP (DuPont, Boston, MA)
and a Multiprime DNA Labeling System (Boehringer Mannheim Co., Indianapolis, IN) as
directed by the manufacturer.

2.3. Polymerase chain reaction
The forward (a) and reverse (b) primers were designed to span the FIPV S gene from
bases 1363 to 2050, and yielded a PCR product of 688 base pairs as shown in Figure 1 (De
Groot et al., 1987). PCR was performed as a two-step process, i.e. reverse transcription of
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Table2
Cyclingtemperaturesand Umeof polymerasechain reactionto detectfelineeoronavirusinfectionin cell cultures
and felinetissues
Reverse transcription (with forward primer):

Soak:
Step-cycle.
Soak"

4°C
43°C
99°C
4°C

Preparereactmnnuxtures
20 minutes
1 cycle
5 minutes
1 cycle
5 minutes
Add amplificationreagentsand spin briefly.

Amplification (with forward and reverse primers):

Step-cycle'
Thermo-cycle:

94°C
94°C
53°C
72°C

Trine-delay:
Soak:

72°C
4°C

3 nun
I' 15" minute
1' 15" nunute
2 rain
(with 5 secondrampingbetween)
5 rain
5 nun

I cycle
35 cycles
35 cycles
35 cycles
1 cycle

the viral RNA into DNA and subsequent amplification of the DNA, in a single vial with the
GeneAmp RNA PCR Kit and DNA Thermal Cycler-480 (Perkin-Elmer Cetus, Norwalk,
CT) as directed by the manufacturer. The cycling time and temperatures are shown in Table
2. The PCR products were separated on 1% SeaKem agarose gels with 0.5/xg/ml of ethidium
bromide and visualized under ultraviolet light.

2.4. Southern hybridization and DNA sequencing of PCR products
Specificity of certain randomly selected PCR products was confirmed by Southern hybridization with the [32p]_labeled S-probe (Sambrook et al., 1989b). The PCR products from
the FIPV-infected and the clinical cats were also selectively cloned into a pCR T M II vector
(Invitrogen, San Diego, CA) as directed by the manufacturer. The PCR products within
the plasmid were confirmed by colony hybridization with the above probe (Sambrook et
al., 1989c) and by partial nucleotide sequencing with a ds-DNA Cycle Sequencing System
(GIBCO, Gaithersburg, MD) as directed by the manufacturer (Table 2). Ten pmol of each
primer and 10 pmol of plasmid DNA were used respectively. The reaction mixtures were
separated on 6% polyacrylamide sequencing gels (Slatko et al., 1992).

3. Results

3.1. Viruses, cells, and animals
The CrFK cell monolayers inoculated with FIPV-1146, FIPV-UCD2 and FECV-1863
all showed moderate to marked, multifocal to diffuse, cytopathic effects (CPE) in 2--4 days
after inoculation. Those cultures inoculated with FIPV-UCD1, FIPV-UCD3 and FIPVUCD4 showed no or very mild CPE, whereas the sham-inoculated monolayers did not show
any CPE. With the cat anti-FIPV-1146 serum as the primary antibody, the IFA was able
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positively to detect all strains of FIPV and FECV on the CrFK cell monolayers, whereas
the results of IFA for the sham-inoculated cell monolayers were all negative.
All of the FIPV-1146-infected cats showed typical clinical signs and pathologic changes
of FIP in 2-5 weeks after inoculation, the FIPV-UCDl-infected cats showed minimal to
mild clinical signs and pathologic changes of FIP, whereas the sham-inoculated cats did not
show any clinical or pathologic changes. Of the 92 clinical cats, 8 cats (including the kitten)
had history, clinical signs, and/or pathologic changes that were suggestive of FIP, and 84
cats had no clinical signs and/or lesions of FIP (Table 1). Of the non-FIP suspected cats,
the disease spectrum varied greatly, including simple traumas, feline leukemia, cardiomyopathy or hydropericardium, thoracic empyema, toxoplasmosis, megacolon, hemorrhagic
diathesis, myelopathy, pneumonia, central nervous system diseases, hyperthyroidism, and
other miscellaneous diseases (one case per diagnosis) (Table 1). The tumors included
lymphoma (5), fibrosarcoma (3), squamous cell carcinoma (2), transitional cell carcinoma
( 1), colonic adenocarcinoma ( 1), multiple myelomas ( 1), pancreatic adenomas ( 1), and
un&fferentlated tumor (1). Some of the cats had no defimtive diagnoses, and other cats
were simply euthanized for disposal.
3.2. Viral RNA extraction and slot hybridization

Total RNA, including viral and cellular RNA, extracted from the cell cultures varied
from 153.4-229.7/zg, averaging 196.2/zg/108 cells (75 cm 2 cell monolayer); and from
the feline tissues varied from 187.6-242.8/zg, averaging 221.7 #g/gram tissues. There was
no significant difference in the amounts of total RNA extraction between the virus infected
and the sham-inoculated cultures or feline tissues (P > 0.05). The amounts of total RNA
extracted from fresh tissues were significantly higher than those from formalin-, ethanolor Bouin's solution-fixed tissues (p < 0.01 ) as shown m Figure 2. There is no difference in
the amounts of total RNA extraction between or among the formalin-, ethanol- or Bouin's
solution-fixed tissues.
The results of slot hybridization of the extracted RNA by the [32p]_labeled S-probe to
FIPV S gene indicated that 2 of the 10 FIPV-1146-infected cats were positive for feline
coronavirus. Of the 2 FIPV-infected positive cats, the total RNA samples from the liver and
kidney of one cat, and from the liver and spleen of the other cat, were shown to be positive
for the virus. The RNA samples from the SPF control cat tissues were all shown to be
negative for the virus.
3.3. Polymerase chain reaction

The RNA samples extracted from the FIPV- and FECV-infected CrFK cell cultures were
shown all to be PCR-positive, whereas those from the sham-inoculated cultures were all
PCR-negative (Fig. 3). All of the FIPV-1146- and FIPV-UCD 1-infected cats were shown
to be PCR-positive in at least one of the liver, kidney or spleen samples per cat, whereas all
of the sham-inoculated cats were shown to be PCR-negative (Fig. 4).
Of the 92 clinical cats, 7 of the 8 FIP-suspected (87.5%) and 51 of the 84 non-FIPsuspected (60.7%) cats were shown to be virus-positive in at least one of the tissue samples
(Table 1, Fig. 4). The FIP-suspected kitten was shown to be feline coronavirus-negative.
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Fig. 2. The results of total RNA extraction from the fresh and formalin-, ethanol- or Boum's solutton-fixed fehne
tissues The amounts of total RNA ( 1 gram/sample) extracted from the fresh tissues were stgnlfiCantly higher
than those from formalin-, ethanol- or Bouin's solution-fixed liver tissues (P < 0 01 ) There was no difference m
the amounts of total RNA extracUon among or between the fixed tissues (P > 0 05 )
O f the clinical cats, there was no significant difference in the P C R results b e t w e e n the fresh
tissues taken at n e c r o p s y ( 6 1 . 2 % ) and those of formalin-fixed archival tissues ( 5 8 . 6 % )
( *P > 0.05). A m o n g the clinical cat tissue samples, the livers ( 4 8 . 6 % ) appeared to h a v e a
higher percentage P C R - p o s i t i v e for coronaviruses than the kidney ( 2 1 . 1 % ) and spleen
(42.3%).
A m o n g the c o r o n a v i r u s - p o s i t i v e clinical cats, there was no predilection o f animal age,
sex, breed, and health status. T h e ages varied from 3 months to 18 years. F e m a l e and male
cats were a p p r o x i m a t e l y equally distributed. D o m e s t i c short hair cats were m o s t c o m m o n ,
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Fig 3 Detection of different strains of fehne infecuous peritonitas virus (FIPV) and feline enteric coronavirus
(FECV) in cell cultures by polymerase chain reaction lanes 1 ($X174 RF DNA/Hae III fragments, GIBCO)
and 12 (1 kb DNA Ladder, GIBCO) are molecular markers respecnvely. Lanes 2--4 (1146), 5 (UCD1), 6
(UCD2), 7 (UCD3), 8 (UCD4) are different FIPV strmns Lanes 9-10 are FECV (strain 1683). lane 11 is
uninfected control cell culture
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Fig. 4 Detection of feline coronavtrus (FCoV) refection by polymerasechain reaction from hver, lodney and
spleen tissues respectively of a specific-pathogen-free(SPF) cat (lanes 2--4) inoculated with fehne infectious
peritomtis vu'us (FIPV-1146), a clinical eat (lanes 5-7) referred to pathology service, and a sham-inoculated
SPF cat (lanes 8-10) Lanes 1 (~bX174 RF DNA/Hae III fragments, GIBCO) and 12 (1 kb DNA Ladder,
GIBCO) are molecular markers respectively
due to the geographical distribution of cat populations. No particular diseases or etiologies
could be linked or correlated to the PCR results.

3.4. Southern hybridization and DNA sequencing of PCR products
Southern blotting and hybridization with the [S2p]-labeled S probe indicated that the
PCR products that were randomly selected for analysis were all positive for the FIPV S
gene.
With the above D N A sequencing method, 50 to 150 base sequences adjacent to either
the forward or reverse primer were often clearly readable on the gels. Of the clearly readable
base sequences, they were either identical ( 100% homology) or quite similar ( > 97%
homology) to the corresponding DNA sequences (bases 1363 to 2050) of the FIPV-1146
S gene.

3.5. Effects of post-mortem intervals and environmental temperatures on the PCR test
The post-mortem intervals and environmental temperatures appeared to affect the PCR
results. In the FIPV-1146 infected feline tissues that were kept at 4°C, the virus was
detectable up to 96 h by PCR in all of the liver, kidney and spleen samples that were PCRpositive at the 0 time interval. In the tissues that were kept at room temperatures, the virus
was detectable up to 48 h in all samples that were PCR-positive at the 0 time interval, and
partially up to 72 h. In the tissues that were kept at 37°C, the virus was detectable up to 24
h in all samples that were PCR-positive at the 0 time interval, and partially up to 48 h
respectively. The tissues became severely autolysed in 96 h at room temperatures and in 72
h at 37°C, and the subsequent PCR test was not performed on these samples.

3.6. Effects offixatives on the PCR test
Different fixatives for the tissue samples did not appear to affect the PCR results. Of the
SPF cats that were inoculated with FIPV-1146, the virus was detectable in fresh and
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Fig. 5 Detection of viral RNA by polymerase chain reactton from the fresh (lanes 2-4) and formalin- (lanes 57), ethanol- (lanes 8-10) or Boum's solution- (lanes 11-13) fixed hver, kidney and spleen tissues respectively
of a specific-pathogen free cat that were inoculated with feline mfectmus peritonitis virus. Lanes 1 (~bX174 RF
DNA/HaelII fragments, GIBCO) and 14 ( 1 kb DNA Ladder, GIBCO) are molecular markers respectively.

formalin-, ethanol- or Bouin's solution-fixed tissues equally well (Figure 5), although the
amounts of total RNA extracted from the fixed tissues were significantly less than those
from fresh tissues.

4. Discussion
The present study described a laboratory test to detect feline coronaviruses in cell cultures
and feline tissues using PCR. The results of slot hybridization, Southern hybridization, IFA,
and the sizes and nucleotide sequences of the PCR products, all indicated that the PCR test
was specific for the FIPV-1146 S gene. The S gene is highly conserved among feline and
other coronaviruses, and therefore we designed the primers to span a region of this gene so
that most, if not all, of the feline coronaviruses in cells and tissues could be detected. On
the other hand, the 6b gene of the feline and other coronaviruses is the least conserved (De
Groot et at., 1988, Vennema et al., 1992). Our next study is to differentiate each strain (at
least major strain) of feline coronavtrus infections in cats by PCR with primers that span
the 6b gene (Fig. 1). By combination of the two different sets of primers, feline coronaviruses in cells or tissues could be both detected and differentiated simultaneously by a single
PCR test.
The results that 87.5% of the FIP-suspected clinical cats were positive for feline coronaviruses suggested that the PCR test could potentially aid the diagnosis of coronavirus
disease in cats by providing direct evidence of the virus infection. The currently used clinical
methods and/or laboratory tests can not be linked to feline coronaviruses themselves in cats
and are often not useful in subclinical viral infections. The history, clinical signs, clinical
chemistry, and hematological findings often are not specific, and the manifestations of many
diseases in cats can be similar in these aspects (August, 1984, Barlough and Stoddart, 1990,
Pedersen, 1987, Scott, 1989). A diagnosis based on the commonly used histopathologic
examination often results in a wide range of differential diagnoses, especially for the "dry
form" of FIP (Barlough and Stoddart, 1990, Pedersen, 1987, Rodgers and Baldwin, 1990,
Scott, 1989, Sparkes et al., 1991). Serum antibody response in cats does not correlate
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directly to the coronavirus infections. Some cats may not develop antibody response to
coronavirus infection and serum antibody disappears in some terminally ill cats (Barlough
and Stoddart, 1990, Sparkes et al., 1991). In kittens, it is often uncertain whether the presence
of serum antibody is due to maternal immunity or acquired infection (Addie and Jarrett,
1990, Addie and Garde, 1992). On the other hand, the PCR test does not correlate to the
severity, progression and prognosis of the virus infections at the time of testing.
The PCR test appeared to be more sensitive than many other laboratory tests in detecting
the coronaviral infection in cats. The PCR results were positive for all 13 FIPV-infected
cats, whereas the results of slot hybridization were positive for only 2 of the 10 FIPVinfected cats in this study. A dot blot hybridization assay has been described recently to
detect feline coronaviruses in cell cultures and fehne peripheral blood mononuclear leukocytes (Martinez and Weiss, 1993). The assay can detect the viruses themselves during
the acute viremic infection, but not during chronic infection. It is very difficult to isolate
the virus from cats with clinical FIP, since some feline coronaviruses do not grow well in
the conventional culture systems (Barlough and Stoddart, 1990, Pedersen, 1987). It is thus
practically impossible to use the viral isolation method in routine diagnoses or surveys of
coronavirus infections in cats. Since the PCR test detects only a specific segment of viral
genome, e.g. 688 nucleotldes out of the whole coronavirus genome in this study, PCR results
could be positive as long as this specific segment is intact, even if the whole viral particle
and/or genome had been disintegrated.
The fact that 60.7% of the non-FIP-suspected clinical cats were positive for coronaviruses
indicated that the persistent infection of coronaviruses in cats did exist in nature. The PCR
test could be used potentially as a valuable tool to identify the virus-carrier cats. The results
of this study were also in agreement with those of serologic tests in that up to 45-80% of
cats were coronavirus-positive, and further confirmed that feline coronavirus infection is
common in cats (Barlough and Stoddart, 1990, Evermann et al., 1991, Scott, 1991). On
the other hand, the result of this study might not represent the real prevalence of coronavirus
infection in cats in general, since the cats used in this study were mostly ill or dead animals.
Although the cats did come from a random resource, one should be cautious when interpreting the results of this study.
The results of this study were also in agreement with other studies in that co-infection of
feline coronaviruses and other infectious agents or co-existence of coronaviral diseases and
other disease conditions occurred in cats (Barlough and Stoddart, 1990, Pedersen, 1987,
Rodgers and Baldwin, 1990, Sparkes et al., 1991). A high percentage (60.7%) of the nonFIP suspected cats with various other disease condiuons were shown also to be coronaviruspositive by PCR in this study (Table 1). The relationship between the subclinical
coronavirus infection and the miscellaneous clinical disease conditions in these cats is
unknown. No specific disease patterns or certain infectious agents could be linked to
coronavirus infection in cats in this study.
Our pilot study indicated that the coronaviruses could be detected by the PCR test in
many types of tissues of the FIPV-infected cats, with variable frequencies (unpublished
observation). In addition to liver, kidney and spleen, the virus was also detected in the
peripheral blood mononuclear leukocytes, pancreas, heart, brain, cecal apex, lymph nodes
(mesentery), conjunctiva, lung, and parotid gland. The peripheral blood mononuclear
leukocytes and conjunctival swabs could be considered as the tissue sample of choice for a
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non-invasive PCR diagnostic test or viral survey in cats. However, the virus may not be
present simultaneously in every tissues or homogenously within a given tissue. Another
advantage o f the PCR test is the flexibility of sample handing, i.e. the preservation and
shipping of the tissue samples. The tissue samples appeared to be good for the PCR test if,
after death or biopsy, the cat tissues were kept at 4°C for up to 96 h, at room temperatures
for up to 48 h, and at 37°C for up to 24 h. Alternatively, the tissue samples could be fixed
in 10% formalin, ethanol, or Bouin's solution, although tissue fixation would decrease the
amount of viral R N A extraction from the tissues. This information could be used as a
guideline when submitting tissue samples from cats for the PCR test in various environmental or laboratory conditions.

5. Conclusions
The PCR test detected feline coronaviruses themselves and thus provided direct evidence
of eoronavirus infection in cultures and feline tissues. This study indicated that the prevalence of coronavirus infection in cats was high and that persistent infection o f coronaviruses
in cats did exist in nature. The PCR test could aid the diagnosis of coronavirus infections
and detection o f the virus-carriers in cats.
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